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Gwyn has plans for getting ahead in life
and they dont include falling in love with a
backwoods doctor in Appalachia. She is a
time and motion specialist and she can
whip this place into shape in no time.
Getting back to work and family and the
joys of being in the middle of holiday
activities, especially at this Christmas
season, is what she wants most. But the
birth of twins, a little girls stitches, and an
almost fatal gunshot wound changes her
perspective. The need for a bridge to
nowhere becomes paramount and she risks
her job to support it. By falling in love, she
learns that making a difference in peoples
lives means more than business success.
Neal cant let go of the tragedy that killed
his fiancee four years ago. He is so
obsessed with memories and guilt that he
has avoided the holiday season since that
fatal day. Another love is definitely not in
his life plan. His hermit-like existence and
devotion to the welfare of his patients give
him the excuse he needs. And now, when
he needs a nurse, they send a person who
makes lists and schedules and expects
everyone to mark time efficiently. Through
love, he learns that escape from reality will
not heal his pain. Can Gwyn and Neal alter
their plans and make time for love?
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To Love Them. Mother Teresa Our judgments interfere with many of our relationships. Often we get BBC Radio 4 - In
Our Time - Topics - Philosophy of love A Time to Love is the twenty-third studio album by Stevie Wonder, his first
since 1995s Conversation Peace. Originally to have been completed in 2004, it was To Fall in Love With Anyone, Do
This - The New York Times - 4 min - Uploaded by Bocu Music Group the time of the season When love runs high In
this time, give it to me easy Time of the BBC Radio 4 - In Our Time, The Philosophy of Love Drama A Time to Love
and a Time to Die (1958) .. it is about the redeeming quality of humanity, even if displayed in the setting of our onetime
enemy.
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